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A
Amplifiers, 5
Analog filters, 33–35, 330
Analog signals
analog-to-digital conversion, 11–15
definition, 9
tape players, 10
thermometer, 9
Analog-to-digital convertors
analog signals
quantization, 13–15
sampling, 11–13
data compression, 80
definition, 6
Angiography
computed tomography
appropriateness criteria, 295
body mass index (BMI), 296
detectors, 281
limitation, 295
patient selection and preparation, 287
prospectively gated axial (PGA), 283
3-D modeling technique
arterial segment length evaluation,
170–171
assist on-line PCI procedure, 173–175
cone-beam back-projection technique,
163–164
coronary analysis, quantitative, 169–170
coronary arterial tree skeleton calculation,
166, 169, 170
curvature and torsion calculation, 182
curve function, 181
deformation algorithm, 179–181
discrete flexion point evaluation, 172–174
flexion point identification, 177, 179
gantry orientation, 165

image acquisition and selection, 165–166
left coronary arterial (LCA) tree, PCI,
177, 178
luminal volume calculation, 181–182
segmentation of, 166, 167
single-plane imaging system, 163
stent and hinge points, 175–177
structure determination, 164
tortuosity of artery evaluation, 171–172
transformation calculation, 166, 168
Antialiasing filter, 5, 6, 32–33, 40
Arterial tonometry, 150
Audio-visual superimposition ECG
presentation (AVESP), 311
Auscultation, blood pressure measurement,
145–146
Autocorrelation, cardiac rate estimation
simple square wave, 58–59
sine wave, 57–60
B
Baseline wander, signal-to-noise ratio
improvement, 30–31
Bicubic interpolation, 94, 110
Bilinear interpolation, 93, 110
Bipolar electrogram
activation time, 333
activation times, 333
advantages and disadvantages, 328
artifacts, 329
directionality, 327
field of view, 323
implantable device, 340, 342, 343
inter-electrode distance, 332
signal processing, 311, 330, 331
spatial resolution, 323–324
temporal resolution, 324, 325
391

392
Blood pressure measurement, noninvasive
ambulatory blood pressure monitoring,
150–151
arterial tonometry, 150
Doppler ultrasonic flowmeter, 149–150
finapres and portopres, 149
oscillometry, 146–149
palpation and auscultation, 145–146
pulse oximetry
limitation, 152–153
motion artifact reduction, 155
principles, 151–152
signal processing, 154–155
uses, 151, 154
Body mass index (BMI), 296
Brightness, image processing, 94–95, 110
C
Cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) images
automated contouring, 268–270
automated infarct quantification, 271
delayed enhancement, 270
image analysis, 264–266
volumes and mass quantification, 266–268
Color flow Doppler, 202
Comet tail, echocardiography, 204, 206
Complex fractionated atrial electrograms
(CFAEs), 328
Computed tomography (CT)
artifacts, pitfalls and solutions, 288–289
coronary vessels
appropriateness criteria, 295
calcification, 295–296
coronary artery disease, 294–295
coronary calcium scoring, 290–294
heart rate, 296
indications, 295
obesity, 296
CTA (see Computed tomography
angiography)
curved planar reformations (CPR),
289–291
image acquisition and protocols
ECG dose modulation, 283–284
image acquisition and reconstruction, 284
prospective gating, 282–283
retrospective gating, 282
maximum-intensity projection (MIP), 290
multidetector computed tomography
(see Multidetector computed
tomography)

Index
multiplanar reconstruction (MPR), 289
non-coronary cardiac
myocardial masses, 298
myocardial scar and viability, 297–298
pulmonary veins, 299
valvular structures, 296–297
patient selection and preparation,
287–288
radiation and dose
reduction strategies, 286–287
stochastic and deterministic, 285
volume rendering techniques (VRT),
290, 292
X-ray (see X-ray)
Computed tomography angiography (CTA)
appropriateness criteria, 295
body mass index (BMI), 296
detectors, 281
limitation, 295
patient selection and preparation, 287
prospectively gated axial (PGA), 283
Constrictive pericarditis, intravascular pressure
measurement, 140
Continuous wave Doppler, 201–202
Contrast echocardiography, 210–211
Contrast, image processing, 94–95, 110
Coronary angiography
coronary catheterization, 157
3-D modeling technique
application, 173–179
arterial segment length evaluation,
170–171
cone-beam back-projection technique,
163–164
coronary analysis, quantitative, 169–170
coronary arterial tree skeleton calculation,
166, 169, 170
discrete flexion point evaluation,
172–174
gantry orientation, 165
image acquisition and selection, 165–166
segmentation of, 166, 167
single-plane imaging system, 163
structure determination, 164
tortuosity of artery evaluation, 171–172
transformation calculation, 166, 168
limitations, 2-D quantitative analysis
foreshortening, 159
percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI),
160–163
stenotic segment identification, 158–159
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Index
D
Data compression
curve fitting, 84–85
data transformation, 85–86
differencing
binary digits required, 84
definition, 83
downsampling, 80–81
loss-less compression, 79
lossy compression, 79–80
quantization, 81
template subtraction, 84
variable length codes, 82–83
Differencing, data compression
binary digits required, 84
definition, 83
Digital filters
definition, 35
filter coefficients, 35
linear filters, 36
median filter, 36–38
three-point moving average filter, 35, 36
two-point differentiator, 36
Digital imaging and communications in
medicine (DICOM) standard
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 271
PET studies, 247
SPECT studies, 246–247
Digital signals
advantages, 10
analog-to-digital conversion
quantization, 13–15
sampling, 11–13
frequency domain
discontinuity, 23–25
fast Fourier transform (FFT), 22
resolution, 23
time domain signal length, 23
windowing, 25
zero-padding, 23
transmission through noisy channel,
10–11
Digital stethoscopes
developments and principles, 379–381
electronic stethoscopes
advantages, 381
auscultatory sounds and frequency
ranges, 382
cardiovascular applications, 387–388
electroacoustic transduction, 381
noise reduction techniques, 383–385

phonocardiogram, 386–387
vs. conventional stethoscopes, 385–386
Dominant frequency, 68. See also Rate
estimation techniques
Doppler echocardiography
color flow Doppler, 202
continuous wave Doppler, 201–202
principles, 199
pulsed wave Doppler, 199–201
shift, 199
tissue Doppler imaging, 215–216
Doppler ultrasonic flowmeter, 149–150
E
ECG. See Electrocardiography
Echocardiography
applications
contrast echocardiography, 210–211
intracardiac echocardiography, 214
intravascular ultrasound, 213–215
three-dimensional structures, 211–213
tissue Doppler imaging, 215–216
beam adjustment, 192–193
data storage
conversion, 209
selection and compression, 209–210
display
modes, 195–196
phased array transducer, 197–198
pulser, 194–195
time gain compensation, 197–198
two-dimensional image, 195–197
Doppler echocardiography
color flow Doppler, 202
continuous wave Doppler, 201–202
principles, 199
pulsed wave Doppler, 199–201
shift, 199
principle, 187
resolution
axial, 193
contrast, 194
definition, 192
lateral, 193
temporal, 194
signal quality
artifact, 204–208
noise, 202–204
transducer, 190–191
ultrasound
attenuation, 189–190
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definition, 187
frequency, 188
longitudinal wave, 188
reflection, scattering and absorption, 189
velocity, 187–189
Echo-planar images (EPI), 260
Edge detection, image processing, 107–108
Electrocardiography (ECG), 304
accuracy and precision requirment, 119–120
analog signal filtering, 120–121
analog to digital conversion, 123–124
artifacts
asymptomatic artifacts, 314–315
data recording and processing
artifacts, 314
erroneous pacemaker stimuli, 314–315
noise, 314
patient-related artifacts, 314
augmented limb leads, 118–119
axis, 117
common mode rejection, 122–123
computerized analysis, 126
continuous recorder (see also Holter
recorders)
cassette tape recorder, 303
digital recording system, 303, 305
solid-state memory systems, 303
data storage and compression, 129–130
digital signal filtering, 121–122
electrical activity of heart
action potential, 113–114
automaticity, 114
recording by electrodes in heart surface,
114–115
recording by electrodes in skin surface,
116
event recorders, 305
heart rate variability (HRV)
definition, 347
parasympathetic and sympathetic activity,
362
signal processing techniques, 364–368
time and frequency domains, 363
implantable recorders, 306
low pass (high frequency) filtering, 122
LTECG (see Long term electrocardiographic
recording)
mobile cardiac outpatient telemetry (MCOT)
systems, 305
potential artifacts, 128–129
real time monitoring, 306

Index
reliability of interpretive algorithms,
127–128
signal averaged ECG (SAECG), 368
clinical studies, 373–374
data acquisition and signal pre-processing,
370
data storage, 374
definition, 347
late potentials, 372–373
spatial signal averaging, 371–372
spectral analysis, 372
temporal signal averaging, 370–371
time-domain analysis, 369
telemetry (see Telemetry)
template formation
fiducial points identification, 125–126
signal averaging, 124–125
T-wave alternans (TWA)
computation, 351
definition, 347
mechanisms, 348–349
modified moving average (MMA), 359–361
signal-to-noise ratio, 350
spatial and temporal dispersion, 349
spatially concordant and discordant,
349–350
spectral method (see T-wave alternans)
ventricular arrhythmias, 348
ventricular activation, 116–117
Wilson central terminal (WCT), 117–118
Electron beam computed tomography (EBCT)
coronary calcium deposits, 291, 293
scanner design, 280
Electronic stethoscope
advantages, 381
auscultatory sounds and frequency ranges,
382
cardiovascular applications, 387–388
electroacoustic transduction, 381
noise reduction techniques, 383–385
vs. conventional stethoscopes, 385–386
Event and feature detection techniques
amplitude
fiducial points, 45–46
jitter, 45
waveform, 44–45
purpose and challenges, 43–44
slope
baseline wander, 48
differential signal advantages, 48
double-peaked waveform, 46–47
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template matching
advantages and limitations, 51
baseline wander, 49
matched filters, 50–51
maximum slope criteria, 48
white noise, 49
waveform offset estimation, 52–55
waveform onset detection, 51–52
F
Fast Fourier transform (FFT), 22
Fiducial points, 45–46, 55
Filters
aliasing prevention, 32–33
analog filters, 33–35
digital filters
definition, 35
filter coefficients, 35
linear filters, 36
median filter, 36–38
three-point moving average filter,
35, 36
two-point differentiator, 36
noise, 27
phase distortion
five-point median digital filter, 38–39
sinusoidal components, 40
principle, 5
signal-to-noise ratio improvement
baseline wander, 30–31
electrical noise, 60 Hz interference, 28
low and high pass filters, 28–30
low-pass cut-off frequency, 32
notch filtering, 30
white noise, 30–32
Finapres, blood pressure measurement, 149
Finite residual filter (FRF), 309, 310
Flexion point, angiography, 177, 179
Fractionated electrograms, 327–328
Frequency domain
digital signals
discontinuity, 23–25
fast Fourier transform (FFT), 22
resolution, 23
time domain signal length, 23
windowing, 25
zero-padding, 23
Fourier transform, 18–20
loudness, tone, 17
time domain signal transformation,
21–22

uses, frequency domain plots
number of days estimation, 21
visual and quantitative sense analysis,
19–21
Windows media player signal, 18, 19
H
Heart rate variability (HRV)
definition, 347
parasympathetic and sympathetic activity,
362
signal processing techniques
clinical applications, 367
considerations and data storage, 368
data acquisition and signal pre-processing,
364
ectopic beats, 367
future aspects, 368
heart rate turbulence (HRT), 365
resampling, 366
spectral indices, 365
time domain indices, 364–365
time and frequency domains, 363
Holter recorders
audio-visual superimposition ECG
presentation (AVESP), 311
cassette tape recorder, 303
digital recording system, 303, 305
R-R histogram generation, 311
solid-state memory systems, 303
template matching, 311
I
Image processing technique
color images, 109
contrast and brightness, 94–95
edge detection, 107–108
filtering, 100–103
frequency domain images, 96–97
image resizing, 92–94
quantization, 92
sampling, 90–92
signal averaging, 104–105
signal-to-noise ratio, 97–99
template matching, 105–107
Intracardiac dual-chamber pacing device, 341
Intracardiac echocardiography, 214
Intracardiac electrograms
activation times
block confirmation, 334
catheter ablation, 333
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electrogram characteristics, 333
map creation, 334
bipolar electrogram (see Bipolar
electrogram)
contact mapping techniques, 337–339
directionality
artifacts, 329–330
bipolar electrogram, 327
fractionated electrograms, 327–328
unipolar electrogram, 324–326
electric dipoles, 320–321
frequency domain analysis, atrial
fibrillation
arrhythmias, power spectrum, 340
dominant frequency analysis, 339
implantable devices, 340–343
isochronal maps, 335
isopotential maps, 335–336
recording electrodes, 319
signal processing
amplification, 330
analog filtering, 330
digital filtering, 331
digitization, 330–331
electrophysiology studies, 332, 333
high-pass filters, 331
low-pass filtering, 331
unipolar electrogram (see Unipolar
electrogram)
voltage maps, 336–337
Intracardiac pressure measurement.
See Intravascular pressure
measurement
Intravascular pressure measurement
aliasing effect, 136
aortic root pressure, 141–142
constrictive pericarditis, 140
errors, 143–144
kymograph, 133
low pass filtering, 141
micromanometer, 134–135
power spectra, 138–139
pressure, definition, 133–134
sampling rate, 134–137
signal processing, 142–143
transducer, 138
transfer function determination, 139–140
Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS),
213–215
Isochronal maps, 335
Isopotential maps, 335–336

Index
J
Jitter, 45, 55
K
Kymograph, 133
L
Linear filters, digital system, 36
Long term electrocardiographic (LTECG)
recording
AVSEP analysis, arrhythmia, 311–312
data storage, 313
ischemia analysis, 312–313
recorder (see Electrocardiography)
Loss-less compression, 79
Lossy compression, 79–80
M
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
artifacts
phase mismapping, 264–265
phase wrap, 263–264
cardiac gated scans, 261–262
CMR
automated contouring, 268–270
automated infarct quantification, 271
delayed enhancement, 270
image analysis, 264–266
volumes and mass quantification,
266–268
data storage, 271–272
filtering
echo-planar images (EPI), 260
field of view, 260
k-space and image space, 260
real time imaging, 260
steady state free precession (SSFP)
images, 261
time to acquire an image (TA), 260
Fourier transform
k-space, 255–259
multiple FIDs, 255
precessional frequency, 256
spatial gradient, 256
image formation, 272–273
magnetic resonance image acquisition, 251
physiologic parameters
Larmor equation, 251
precessional frequency, 253
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), 262–263
technique
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Index
free induction decay (FID), 254
image creation, 254–255
magnetic fields, 253
signal decays, 254
signal strength, 253
transverse relaxation rate, 254
water atoms, magnetization, 253
Median filter, digital system, 36–38
Median waveforms, signal averaging, 73–77
Micromanometer, 134–135. See also
Intravascular pressure measurement
Microprocessor, 6
Mobile cardiac outpatient telemetry (MCOT)
systems, 305
Modified moving average (MMA). See T-wave
alternans
Morse code, data compression, 82–83
Multidetector computed tomography (MDCT)
artifacts, 288
calcium scoring, 293
coronary artery calcification, 295
detectors, 280
image quality, 279
non-coronary cardiac
myocardial masses, 298
myocardial scar and viability, 297–298
pulmonary veins, 299
valvular structures, 296–297
radiation and dose, 284, 286
retrospective gating, 282
scanner design, 280
N
Nearest neighbor interpolation, 93
Noise
reduction, signal averaging
dart board, 69–70
limitations, 72–74
median waveforms, 73–77
procedure, 70–72
Notch filtering, signal-to-noise ratio, 30
Nyquist sampling rule, analog-to-digital
conversion, 12
O
Oscillometry, blood pressure measurent
accuracy and environmental motion
effect, 147
block diagram, 148
cuff pressure, 147–148
improved algorithm, 146–147

principle and limitations, 146
signal processing method, 149
P
Palpation, blood pressure measurement,
145–146
Percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI),
angiography
2-D analysis
challenging anatomical subsets, 160
comorbidities, 161–162
complications, 161
high quality care, 161
outcomes Improvement, 162–163
3-D analysis, 173–175
Phase distortion
five-point median digital filter, 38–39
sinusoidal components, 40
Phonocardiogram, 386–387
Physiologic recorders
amplifiers, 5
analog-to-digital convertors, 6
antialiasing filter, 6
block diagram, 4
calibration, 6
filters, 5
microprocessor, 6
reference, 6
transducers, 3–5
Piezoelectric crystal, echocardiography, 190
Portopres, blood pressure measurement, 149
Positron emission tomography (PET)
absolute activity, 236
attenuation, 224
attenuation correction, 236
cardiac and respiratory motion, 238
clinical protocols, 229
data storage, 247
detection, 226, 228
filtered backprojection (FBP), 231–232
flow variation, 239–240
forward projection, 229–231
hot vs. cold spot optimization, 243–244
image artifacts
transmission/emission misalignment,
243, 244
volume artifact, 241–242
iterative reconstruction, 231–234
limitation, 226
metabolic variation, 241
noise artifacts
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detector system, 238
radiotracer decay, 237–238
photon detection, 223
physiologic signals
flows spans, 221
metabolism, 221–223
radioactive tracer decay, 220
spatial resolution, 221
physiologic variation
flow, 238–239
metabolism, 240
simple backprojection, 229–231
SPECT (see Single photon emission
computed tomography)
temporal images, dynamic imaging, 221
tracer
concentration, 220
decay, 220, 227, 228
properties, 228
Pressure, 133–134. See also Intravascular
pressure measurement
Pulsed wave Doppler, 199–201
Pulse oximetry
limitation, 152–153
motion artifact reduction, 155
principles, 151–152
signal processing, 154–155
uses, 151, 154
Pulse repetition frequency (PRF),
echocardiography, 191, 199–200
Pulse repetition period (PRP),
echocardiography, 191
Q
Quantization
analog-to-digital conversion
peak-to-peak amplitude signal, 13–14
saturation, 15
data compression, 81
image processing, 92
R
Rate estimation techniques
autocorrelation
simple square wave, 58–59
sine wave, 57–60
frequency domain estimation, 60
frequency variability, 61–63
noise, 60–61
phase change, 64–65
waveform morphology, 65–67

Index
Red–green–blue (RGB) color, image
processing, 109
Resizing, image, 92–94
Resolution, echocardiography
axial, 193
contrast, 194
definition, 192
lateral, 193
temporal, 194
Reverberation, echocardiography,
204, 206
S
Sampling process
analog-to-digital conversion
aliasing, 12–13
Nyquist sampling rule, 12
principle, 11
image processing, 90–92
Signal averaging
electrocardiography (SAECG)
clinical studies, 373–374
data acquisition and signal pre-processing,
370
data storage, 374
late potentials, 372–373
principle, 368
spatial signal averaging, 371–372
spectral analysis, 372
temporal signal averaging, 370–371
time-domain analysis, 369
image processing, 104–105
noise reduction
dart board, 69–70
limitations, 72–74
median waveforms, 73–77
signal improvement, 71–72
waveform alignment, 70, 72
window choosing, 70–71
Signal extraction technology (SET),
Masimo, 153
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
definition, 40
improvement, filters
baseline wander, 30–31
electrical noise, 60 Hz interference, 28
high and high pass filters, 28–30
low-pass cut-off frequency, 32
notch filtering, 30
white noise, 30–32
magnetic resonance imaging, 262–263
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Index
Single photon emission computed tomography
(SPECT). See also Positron
emission tomography
attenuation correction, 226
Chang multiplicative method, 234–235
impacts, 235
scatter correction, 235–236
clinical protocols, 226, 227
collimator septa, 225
data storage, 246–247
dual-head camera, 225
flow variation, 239
forward projection, 229
image artifacts
attenuation artifact, 243
volume artifact, 241–242
metabolic variation, 240–241
photon detection, 223
scanner system, 223
spatial resolution, 221
tracer properties, 225
Spectral TWA. See T-wave alternans
Steady state free precession (SSFP) images,
261
Stent and hinge points, angiography, 175–177
Stethoscopes
acoustic stethoscope, 380
electronic stethoscope
advantages, 381
auscultatory sounds and frequency
ranges, 382
cardiovascular applications, 387–388
conventional stethoscopes, 385–386
electroacoustic transduction, 381
noise reduction techniques, 383–385
invention, 379
phonocardiogram, 386–387
T
Telemetry
artifactual ST segment deviation, 308
components, 307
definition, 306
Holter monitoring, 308–309
IR system, 306–307
motion correction/noise reduction,
309, 310
physiologic signal, 308
recorder (see Electrocardiography)
signal processing techniques, 309
ultrasonic system, 307

Template matching
event and feature detection techniques
advantages and limitations, 51
baseline wander, 49
matched filters, 50–51
maximum slope criteria, 48
white noise, 49
image processing, 105–107
Three-dimensional angiography.
See Angiography
Three-dimensional echocardiography,
211–213. See also
Echocardiography
Three-point moving average filter, digital
filters, 35, 36
Tissue Doppler imaging (TDI), 215–216
Tissue harmonic imaging method,
202–204
Transducers
definition, 3
echocardiography, 190–191
phased array transducers, 214
reference, 3–5
T-wave alternans (TWA)
computation, 351
definition, 347
mechanisms, 348–349
modified moving average (MMA)
beat series, 359
clinical applications, 360–361
future aspects, 361
parameter variations, 360
vs. spectral method, 361
signal-to-noise ratio, 350
spatial and temporal dispersion, 349
spatially concordant and discordant,
349–350
spectral method
calculation, 353–355
clinical studies, 359
data reduction, 353
data storage, 355
discrete Fourier transformation (DFT),
352
indeterminate and noisy, 357–358
interpretation, 357
noise, 355–357
parameter variation, 357
preprocessing, 352–353
ventricular arrhythmias, 348
Two-point differentiator, digital filters, 36
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U
Unipolar electrogram
activation time, 333
advantages and disadvantages, 328
amplitude, 320–321
artifacts, 329
directionality
distal electrode, 326
premature ventricular complex (PVC),
326
wavefront origin, 324–325
field of view, 323
filter setting effects, 332
implantable devices, 340, 343
signal processing, 331, 332
spatial resolution, 323
temporal resolution, 324, 325
W
Waveform offset estimation
amplitude, 52
cumulative area, 53–55
slope, 53
tangent line projection, 52–53

Index
Waveform onset detection, 51–52
White noise, signal-to-noise ratio, 30–32
Wilson central terminal (WCT), ECG,
117–118
Windowing, frequency domain, 25
X
X-ray
hardware
generator, 275–276
X-ray tube, 276
production
detectors, 280–281
dual energy, 281
image acquisition and reconstruction,
278
image display and storage, 278–279
image quality, 279–280
linear attenuation, 278
scanner design, 280
X-ray interactions and detectors, 277
Z
Zero-padding, frequency domain, 23

